
You need a Web App ?
 

Fontface Ninja
Find your font on a web site

Adobe Capture CC
Create design thanks to a simple capture

WTF is that ?
Find the nature of all you see

Magnus
The shazam of the art world

Type Voice
Your voice is your font



Fontface Ninja

http://fontface.ninja

Strolling on the net, have you ever seen THE perfect font, the 
one you are looking for a while, unable to know which it is?

Here is where Fontface Ninja comes in. It is a a browser 
extension which helps you identify a font by name. And all you 
have to do is hover over the font you are interested in. On top 
of the name of the font, Fontface Ninja also gives you the size 
and line spacing as well.
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Adobe Capture CC

http://www.adobe.com/fr/products/capture.html

Adobe Capture CC combines the power and full capabilities of 
Adobe Color CC, Shape CC, Brush CC and Hue CC to give you the 
ability to create color themes, custom brushes, vector graphics 
and unique Looks from a single photo in a simple workflow. 
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WTF is that ?

http://wtfitbot.com

Bot, bot, bot ... For several weeks this word comes frequently. 
And for good reason, the deployment of those computer agents in 
brand communication. At the F8 conference dedicated to 
developers, Mark Zuckerberg, announced that this technology is 
now integrated into the Messenger application. This is where 
"WTF is That?", a bot capable of recognizing objects in a 
photograph, go on the scene.

Bots have a long history and all the people who played video 
games or "chatted" online, are already facing it. Indeed, this 
is a program that feeds itself by the data it collects to 
produce artificial intelligence and bring users the most 
personalized answer. With this new feature on messenger, just 
have to photograph an unknown object and send to the bot in 
question. The faster, the "WTF is that" reveals its nature.
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Magnus

http://www.magnus.net

«Magnus is the Shazam of the art world»

Magnus offers everyone interested in art – from newbies to 
serious art collectors – a way to track, discover, and share 
their art experience via the Magnus app.
Using both the most advanced technologies and years of tireless 
data compilation and manual data entry, they created the world’s 
most comprehensive art database, showing not only prices from 
galleries and auctions, but also exhibition histories of 
galleries, artists, museums, and art fairs.

Let’s say you are in a gallery and like the artwork you see.
Start the app and tap the image button. A digital fingerprint of 
the artwork is created and matched against the database of 
millions of artworks. Within seconds all details are returned: 
the name of the artwork and artist, price, previous shows by the 
artist and similar artworks.
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TypeVoice

https://www.typevoice.net/

To celebrate its 20th Anniversary and just ahead of announcing 
the nominees for its People's Voice Awards on April 5th, The 
Webbys has debuted TypeVoice, a new technology that allows users 
to create a custom typeface, just by speaking.

The Webbys worked with Ogilvy New York to develop the TypeVoice 
tech. Users head over to the site, which will analyze the pitch, 
frequency and volume of their voice to create a unique, 
customized typeface. The site also creates vector art which they 
can download and an animated gif they can share through social 
media.
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